
1/4" Copper Fire Glass

Product ID: AFG-AFF-COP
Weight: lbs
Manufacturer: American Fire Glass

1/4" Copper Fire Glass

Copper has that rustic, old world charm to it. The color possesses a natural sheen and beautifully
accentuates the interiors of any room. If your customers wish to bring the allure of copper to their
home, then make sure you offer them our copper fire glass from our 1/4" inch fire glass collection.

This gorgeous copper hue goes amazingly well with color schemes dominated by shades of wood,
red, brown, and many others. It works well with traditional and antique décor, but depending on the
other elements in the room, it can gel well in a contemporary environment as well.

A Practical Alternative to Ceramic Logs & Stones

Our copper fire glass isn't just charming to behold, it is also very practical. It does a great job of
entirely covering the floor of a fire feature, effectively hiding the unseemly pipes and tubes which
are often visible in gas fireplaces and fire pits. This makes fire glass a much more preferable
alternative to the more commonly seen ceramic logs and stones.

Extremely Durable, Safe & Long Lasting!

Our 1/4" inch copper fire glass is manufactured through a unique, cutting edge, 5-step process that
renders it great strength, heat resistance, and a brilliant shine. Made of tempered glass, it is capable
of withstanding temperatures as high as 1300 degrees without any discoloration, cracking, or losing
its shape. Used correctly, this amazing product could last your customers a lifetime!

Another advantage of our copper fire glass is that it does not release any harmful chemicals, smoke,
soot, or ash, which makes it very easy to maintain. This means your customers will be able to spend
more time enjoying this exquisite product and less time cleaning up after it!

If your customers are looking for some traditional appeal for their next get together, make sure to
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introduce them to our 1/4" inch copper fire glass!

1/4" Copper Fire Glass Specifications

Material: Color-infused tempered glass engineered to perfection

Type: Non Reflective

Color: Copper

Use: In fire bowls, fire pits, and fireplaces

Size: 1/4 inch thick

Heat Rating: Higher temperature when compared to logs, lava rocks, stones, etc.

Quality Control: Stringent multi-step QC encompassing polishing, sifting, and packaging in

the USA

Cleaning: Easy cleaning. Rinse with vinegar and water (50:50) as required

Maintenance: Remove any kind of debris before lighting – HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Warranty: Lifetime Limited Warranty
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